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Unit 14: Fiesta  

 Grammar 

1 

2 is organised  3 is given  4 has been raised   5 were awarded   

6 was chosen   7 is hoped  8 will be offered / are offered  9 was formed 

10 be seen   11 are already being made / have already been made  

 12 to be added 

2 

2 It is thought that a new airport runway will probably be built next year.  

3 It is reported that the new team has been selected.  

4 Federer is considered to be the best tennis player ever.   

5 This summer is reported to be the hottest for 50 years.  

6 It is believed that the bones found on the beach belonged to a dinosaur.

 

Writing Part 2 

1 

2 them   3 These  4 this/that  5 this/that  6 it  7 This/That  8 that 

2 

Paragraph 1: Introduction Paragraph 2: The arrangements Paragraph 3: Suggestions 

Audience and Students are too specific, and the last paragraph mentions some things 

that went wrong but isn’t about disadvantages. 

 Suggested main heading: College Music Festival 
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3 Sample answer 

College Drama Festival  

Introduction  

A group of students organised a drama festival last weekend. There were lots of 

exciting events including performances of plays, some comedy and students reading  

 

poetry, some of which they had written themselves. In total, about 100 students 

took part, many of them helping backstage with scenery, costumes and lighting.  

The arrangements  

Events took place in the drama studio as well as in some classrooms. It was well 

advertised and most students from the college attended as well as their families and 

some local schoolchildren. Some students volunteered to do workshops with the 

children. These were very popular and went on all day. 

Suggestions  

There are some changes we would make for future events. There were too many 

performances going on at the same time and this meant that some people had to 

miss things which they really wanted to go to. Some of the poetry performances 

were less popular than the comedy so we would have more comedy next time. We 

also need to have snacks on sale for the children. Apart from that, everybody had a 

fantastic day. 

Vocabulary 

1 electrician  politician  photographer  musician  

2 accountant  pharmacist  psychologist economist 

3 fisherman/woman  entertainer  banker   supporter  

4 lecturer  producer  manufacturer  investigator 

5 historian  librarian  sportsman/woman/person   comedian  

6 contestant   inhabitant  assistant  employee  employer
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Listening part 3 

1 C (´then today my boss said he was going to give me a pay rise´) 

2 H (´haven´t decided on a name … he’s beautiful and looks just like her ´) 

3 E (´had an interview last week and she only found out she got it today ´) 

4 D (´ it was only last week that we decided to get married. He gave me this beautiful 

ring and we’re having a party next weekend ´) 

5 A (´ I decided to do another course rather than go for that job I applied for… needed 

certain grades and I got what I wanted´) 

 

Reading and use of English part 7 

1 A(Groups must have precise numbers… and perform for exactly eight minutes) 

2 B (The scale and range of its ingredients make it unique-) 

3 D (aliens and the Wild West are just a couple of the storylines to look out for.) 

4 E (In the northern regions, the cakes are less sweet….) 

5 C (An excellent way to witness the spectacle of the camel fair is from above by 

booking a ride in a hot-air balloon.) 

6 A (the contest is spread over two weeks instead of one as in the past) 

7 C (More than a few camel traders seem to struggle handling their animals, who 

aren’t interested in charming potential buyers, or even in standing up) 

8 B (IHundreds of events are free, many take place in the street….) 

9 E (mooncake orders had declined over recent years…) 

10 D (The event has come a long way since 1964….) 

Please, ask your teacher if you have 

made a mistake and would like it 

explained. 


